The Commuters' Charter
British Rail published its "Commuters' Charter" in June. Essentially,
this states the standards that British Rail considers its commuter services should
be operated to, the costs of reaching these standards and ways in which the
costs might be met.
British Rail considers that 95% of commuter trains should depart on time and
arrive within five minutes of the advertised time. Train cancellations should be
kept to a maximum of 1% of the total service and should not be concentrated on
particular lines. Carriages should be clean, bright and open (not literally we
hope!) and should be swept out daily and after every trip if possible. 70% of
passengers travelling a short distance and virtually all long distance passengers
should have a seat. Journey times should be reduced where possible and
service frequencies maintained. The standards of heating ventilation and ride
on trains should be improved, and public address systems should be installed.
Stations should also be improved with better road/rail interchange facilities.
In order to meet these standards, British Rail states that about £1,000
million additional investment is required over the next decade. This would
cover electrification and re-signalling where this is still outstanding, more frequent
replacement of rolling stock, modernisation of stations and investment to control
costs. Schemes under the last heading would include single-manning of trains
and modern ticketing systems to reduce fraudulent travel.
British Rail estimates that if things continue as they are the cost of operating
commuter services to and from London will exceed revenue from these services
by £186 million in 1990. If "Commuters' Charter" standards are met, the
additional expenditure will result in a shortfall of £231 million and British Rail
does not think that this could be recovered by means of higher fares or increased
use of services. The question posed, therefore, is whether the community is
prepared to pay an estimated £45 million per annum by 1990 for a better rail
commuter system.
Assuming the answer is "yes", British Rail suggests ways in which the
extra cash could be raised. Apart from grants from the government and local
councils, various special taxes are proposed. Employers in London might pay
additional corporation tax, or a payroll tax which would be levied in a similar
manner to National Insurance contributions. Tourist tax and sales tax would
essentially be supplementary VAT charged in central London.
The most promising suggestion is a road user tax, so that rail commuters
were subsidised by road commuters. This clearly has environmental and energy
conservation advantages. It would be impracticable to surround the centre of
London with toll booths. Greatly increased parking charges (and fines for parking
offences) and a tax on private parking spaces would probably be the best means
of making road users pay more for the privilege of driving to work.
British Rail wish to know what commuters think of these proposals and
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suggest that supporters of the "Commuters' Charter" write to their Members of
Parliament, local Councillor, the newspapers and Season Ticket Holders'
Association to tell them so,
The "Commuters' Charter" could be as important for the Southern as the
report on main line electrification is for the rest of British Rail. If the proposals

in the document are not accepted much of the region will face a bleak future.

Coming Events
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Visits
HOTHFIELD AND ASHFORD (KENT) SIGNAL-BOXES, 22 NOVEMBER 1980

The party travelled on the 1045 train from Ashford to Victoria, which made
a special stop to set us down at Hothfield. This station is the only one between
Ashford and Maidstone to have closed, but the signal box remains to control the
stone terminal sidings, where trains arrive most days. Relief signalman Willis
described the panel. and the absolute block working to Charing and track circuit
block MAS to Ashford. He also described the other changes made, including
double-glazed modern windows, which looked somewhat out of place in the old
building. We also paid a quick visit to the stone terminal. Owing to engineering

works, main line services were diverted via Maidstone, giving an increased
number of trains and adding interest to the visit.
We then went by car to Ashford panel box. Built in conjunction with
electrification, it is normally operated by two signalmen. Signalling is all three
and four aspect colour light, with the control area extending to meet Tonbridge and
Folkestone panels, but only a short distance up the three branches from Ashford.
An unusual feature are the significant lengths of main line where the up line is
controlled from one panel box and the down line from another. The panel box
gives an excellent view of the station area, where the layout is due for revision to
remove non-standard pointwork.
A visit to the long-closed LCDR station at Ashford concluded our tour of the
area. This is situated in an industrial part of the town but remains substantially
intact, the station buildings being used as offices and other parts by a variety of

Iight industrial concerns.
FELTHAM SIGNALLING CENTRE, 17 JANUARY 1981

Feltham signalling centre controls the lines from Barnes Bridge, Richmond
and New Malden to Shepperton, Windsor, Chertsey, Ash Vale and Bracknell.
The panel is split into six sub-panels, and the centre is manned continually.

Eleven level crossings are controlled from Feltham by means of closed
circuit television monitor (CCTV). Two of these, Mays and Datchet, are very
close together and work in unison. There are hot axle box detectors at Feltham
and Virginia Water. The progress of trains through the control area is logged

automatically, timings being recorded when trains enter or leave the control area
or pass Feltham and Virginia Water.
On the day of the visit preparations were in hand for engineering work on
the Windsor branch, in connection with the new spur to Staines West. This led
to an interesting discussion on how electric lines are made safe for work to

proceed.
The party was shown the control room where relays for points in the vicinity
of the centre and at Whitton triangle are located. Other relays are housed in eight
relay rooms elsewhere in the control area. These are linked to Feltham by means
of time-division multiplex in the case of more distant relay rooms and micro-core
cables for nearer ones. Frequency division multiplex linkage is used to control
level crossings and other lineside equipment. Computer equipment for operation
of train describers was present, but not commissioned.
WIMBLEDON 'A' AND

'B'

SIGNALBOXES, 4 APRIL 1981

The party first visited the 'A' signalbox, at the London end of platforms 7
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and 8. Built in 1947, to the Southern Railway's distinctive design, the box has
99 working and 13 spare levers and is manned continuously, with two signalmen
on duty. The different methods of working on the Central and South Western
lines were explained, the former using absolute block and the latter track circuit
block. Our hosts, signalmen Watson and Woods, told us of plans for 1982 when
'A' box will take over all South Western Division lines in the area. Both 'B' and
'C' boxes will become redundant when the new signalling centre at Clapham
Junction assumes control of Central Division lines.
Signalman Wood, at ' B' box, described the workings in and out of the now
little-used yard. The yard and 'C' box are normally closed at weekends, so we
were unable to visit the latter. 'B' box is continuously manned and has 55
working and 9 spare levers. We were also shown the new connections between
the Central and South Western lines, which will provide a new down local to
down through crossover in 1982.
ERIDGE - POLEGATE AND LEWES - UCKFIELD RAILWAYS, 5 APRIL 1981

The Group's second minibus tour started from East Croydon, and the first
place to be visited was Tunbridge Wells West station. This still has green signs,
a green interior, semaphore signals and gas lights. The next call was at Eridge,
where the warmth of the waiting room Contrasted with the chill of the day. Points
of interest here were the clock hanging in the entrance hall, and the wooden footbridge which fitted in well with the rural surroundings.
We proceeded on to the closed line in the Eastbourne direction, from Redgate
Mill Junction. The first two stations, at Rotherfield and Mayfield, are now used
as private dwellings, and we were unable to approach that at Mayfield. Rotherfield
station is adorned with a weather vane shaped like a steam locomotive.

The next station was Heathfield, at which site major changes were in progress
and it is clear that the remains of the platforms will soon disappear under new
development. The brick-based water tower north of the platforms seems likely to
remain however. From Heathfield south to Hailsham the line is designated a

bridleway and may be walked. Horam and Hellingly are passed en route, and at
Horam the platform lamp standards remain. Hellingly station is now a private
house, but interest centred on the remains of the electric tramway which used to

serve the hospital.
At Hailsham, which was terminus of the line from Polegate for a short while,
development has obliterated the station area. However, the station master's

house, at the top of Station Road, is still lived in.
The branch joined the line from Lewes to Eastbourne at Polegate. The few
remaining station buildings here appear to be of considerable age, and the building

in which gas was made for lighting is still present. One reason for this, and the
presence of green signs, are proposals to build a new station nearer to the town
centre.
The short length of line from Lewes to Uckfield was then visited. Passing
Lewes, it was possible to see the viaduct which carried the original 1846 line
from Brighton behind Friar's Walk. At Barcombe Mills ballast remains on the

track bed, and rails were lying on the platform, but the station buildings were
decrepit. After visiting Culver Junction, where the line to Horsted Keynes
diverged, we returned to Isfield. Here the station buildings and signal box
remain, and the box still has its levers but no interlocking. The tour
concluded with a visit to Uckfield before returning to East Croydon via Tonbridge,
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HORSHAM SIGNALBOX, 16 MAY 1981

Horsham signal-box was built in 1937 and opened in 1938 in conjunction with
the Mid-Sussex electrification. It replaced three boxes, West, Shunting (at the
up end of the platforms) and Junction (roughly, the present site).
Signalman Bracknell described the working of the box, with its 78 used and

12 spare levers.

Although the station area is fully track circuited with three

aspect MAS, the method of working is absolute block on all lines, with Tyler's

Block Instruments (two position) to both Christ's Hospital and Warnham.
Installation of MAS between Crawley and Horsham is proceeding as part of
the Brighton Line re-signalling scheme, but semaphores remain on the up line.
Horsham will be a fringe box to the new Three Bridges signalling centre. The
methods of working the AHB level crossing near Littlehaven were demonstrated.
Due to the crossing's proximity to the station there are different operating
sequences for fast and stopping down trains, and the crossing is protected by
running signals in both directions.
The box is operated by one man but is quite busy, particularly at peak hours,
with a considerable number of trains terminating at Horsham, some requiring to
berth in sidings at the station. There is little freight traffic except for trains to
the oil terminal near the box and to the fertiliser plant opposite. There are
occasional movements to the Chipham Chemical Co's terminal where a weed

killing train is based.

Southern Forum
OCTOBER: Klaus Marx spoke on "Isle of Wight" railways, and showed

slides of the Cowes and Ventnor lines shortly before closure. He went on to
cover closed stations in the 1960s and concluded with operations on the Isle of
Wight Steam Railway between 1972 and 1974.
NOVEMBER: Mr N Howard, a British Rail engineer, gave a talk on "The
Future Development of Electrification", and started by reviewing the present
scene world wide. He went on to outline the content of the joint BR/Department
of Transport review of electrification proposals, which was at the time of the
meeting due for publication shortly. Mr Howard then described the means by
which new developments had reduced the cost of 25 kV electrification, including
simpler structures to house lineside switchgear; simplified overhead line
equipment with copper replaced by aluminium, stainless steel and galvanised
steel; and reduced clearances under bridges and in tunnels. The Mk III overhead
line equipment was much more reliable and required less maintenance than the
Mk I type which had over three times as many components as Mk III type. At
present, third rail d.c. electrification cost 70% more than high voltage a.c. to
install, and 85% more to maintain. However, there was no question of converting
the Southern to 25 kV a.c.
The meeting concluded with the film "Wires over the
Border" and an all too brief discussion session.
DECEMBER: R M Quinn presented a "Steam Railways Slide Show", but
limited himself to lines with gauges between 3ft and 3ft 6 in. Mr Quinn started
in the Isle of Man, but went on to cover lines in Portugal, Spain, France, Austria,
Switzerland, East Germany, Greece, the Middle East, India and North and South
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America, before concluding back on the Isle of Man.
JANUARY: John Price, Editor of the Thomas Cook "Continental Timetable",
spoke on "100 Years of Wagon Lits", though he actually covered 104 years since
the Compagnie Internationale des Wagons Lits was founded in 1876. Mr Price

covered both the history of the company and its operations, and the main
technical developments in its cars. It was revealed that cars have worked as far
afield as Vladivostock and Egypt, and there was a Wagon Lits service to London

via the LCDR for four years from 1889. Mr Price concluded with a review of
preserved cars, including that on the Nene Valley Railway.
FEBRUARY: Michael Oakley, train timer extraordinaire, passed on details
of how to time trains and how to calculate tractive effort, under the title "The
Study of Railway Traction Power". Examples of data from a class 33 on
Honiton Bank and an 86 leaving Birmingham illustrated many of the factors to
be taken into account and problems to be faced, but the main message was to
ensure that passing times recorded are accurate. It was interesting to learn that

nobody has yet worked out how to calculate the equivalent drawbar horsepower of
a multiple-unit, High Speed Trains excepted.
MARCH: "The Future of London's Transport" was the title of the talk given
by Mr M Foulkes, Assistant Chief Planner with the Greater London Council.
As Council elections were imminent, Mr Foulkes had, to a certain extent, to

present alternative futures, depending on which party won. However, a major
theme was that public transport systems in the capital had adequate capacity
and the quality rather than quantity of services required attention. Mr Foulkes
mentioned possible zonal fares systems and the difficulties of replacing branch
railways with buses. He reviewed possible future transport improvements; new

Jubilee and Central line tube stock; extension of the Piccadilly line to Heathrow
West; a light rapid transit system in East London; through running from the
Southern Region to West Hampstead; and various British Rail electrification

schemes.
APRIL: Dr Matthews of British Rail spoke about "Mechanical Track

Maintenance". He covered the development of track maintenance machines
from the Matisa ballast cleaners of the 1950s to the latest Plasser & Theurer
tampers and Iiners. The meeting concluded with the film "Operation London
Bridge as the intended Plasser training film was, unfortunately, not available.
MAY: lain Whitlam reviewed "Ten Years of the Isle of Wight Steam Railway"
but although public services have been operated at Haven Street since 1971, the

project goes back fifteen years, lain started with a review of Island operations
prior to the end of steam in 1966, and outlined the history of subsequent preservation efforts. This included the only all-Third Class, propelled Royal Train
and the gift by Whitbreads of the "Hayling Billy" 'Terrier' locomotive,
JUNE: John Ogilvie's talk "The Future of Third Rail Electrification"
complemented that given by Mr Howard in November, for Mr Ogjlvie is one of

the most tireless exponents of low voltage, third rail electrification. He
particularly criticised the economic analyses in the BR/DTp electrification study

and produced figures of his own to show that d.c. electrification was cheaper
than a.c

One of Mr Ogilvie's main arguments in favour of d.c. was the

reduced cost of rectifiers, as d . c . railways have a limited number of these at
substations. In contrast, on a.c. lines, every train has to carry its own rectifier
about with it. Mr Ogilvie gave details of his own designs for future d.c. rolling
stock and conductor rail arrangements, and described a method of electrification
for the Hoo/Grain line using booster batteries.
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Modelling Notes
The first Modellers' "At Home" was held on 31 January, and nine members
gathered to discuss Southern Electric modelling. Most members brought some
examples of their work, most of which fell into the good to excellent class.
Those with little experience learned an awful lot as the experts held forth on
"how to do it"! Following the first informal session there was a marginally more
formal discussion on Southern Electric modelling and in particular how the SEG
can use its services to assist Group modellers. There is a definite need for
drawings and the appeal for draughtsmen to come forward is repeated. (Contact
the Modelling Secretary if you can help). The main requirement is for drawings
of modern stock, as the Skinley range does cover a large proportion of earlier
material. Particular gaps which require covering are '4DD ' , 'EPB' , '4TC' ,
'4Cig' and '4Big'.
The need for parts, particularly cast ends was also discussed, and it was

felt that the Group may be able to arrange production of suitable items.
Following on from this, a limited number of cast white metal ends are now
available, including 'EPB', 'Hal', 'Vep/Cig'. Members who are interested
should write to the Modelling Secretary for details. In a forthcoming issue of
"Live Rail" we shall attempt to list all relevant bits and pieces currently
available, and the source of supply.

Another item discussed was that of layouts and it was suggested that the
Group should have the use of a third rail layout for display at exhibitions.
This could be used by any Group member who wished to display rolling stock.
Nobody at present has a suitable portable layout, but it is hoped that this will
change in the next few months. However, we would welcome the use of a layout
and invitation to exhibitions - for our "mini-layout" "Westvale" and the sales
and publicity stands as well as any layouts that may be forthcoming.
It is hoped to run another modelling competition at the 1982 AGM, so you

have plenty of time to build your entry if you start now. Please bear in mind
that the competition is not limited to 4mm gauge rolling stock, but is open to
all scales and as long as there is a connection with the Southern Electric system,

any model is welcome.
Now the various Toy Fairs are over, we can assess the value of new items
coming soon for Southern Electric modellers. The most exciting news is the
re introduction by Wrenn Ltd of the old Hornby-Dublo '2EPB' unit. This will be
available in BR multiple unit green or London Midland maroon Wrenn Ltd would
be well advised to reconsider the maroon version and substitute rail blue. The
unit is shorter than the prototype, but will be fully reviewed when available.
Units will be available in the shops in May/June 1982 at a cost of about £45.
Intermediate coaches, to allow formation of '4EPB' units,will not be produced.
Lima Ltd are to produce a BR (S) Mk I corridor composite coach in 00 and
N gauge. The coach will also be available in blue and grey, Palitoy are now
spraying their Mk I stock in green and have produced a buffet/restaurant car. All
these vehicles are ripe for the butcher's saw to form 'Cep' , 'Cig' etc units.

Anyone attempting this please let us know how you get on,
Tenshodo are producing power bogies in 00 gauge in 26 mm and 31 mm
lengths. The 31 mm is equivalent to a standard coach bogie and will be very
useful as the unit is self-contained below floor level. The bogie is inside framed
and white metal bogie sides of your choice can be fitted. The units are very
powerful and need plenty of ballast weight to gain full use of the traction available.
An ideal bogie for MTK kits, the retail price is approximately £9, Bogies are
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available immediately from Victors of Islington and Tunbridge Wells,
From MTK we have a class 508 unit, retailing immediately at £35
excluding power bogie.
A further Modellers' "At Home" will be held at 14 Deepfield Way, Coulsdon,
Surrey on 9 October starting at 1930. All welcome!
Finally, would the member who entered the '2Nol' built of 'plasticard' in
last year's modelling competition consider writing an article on the methods
used in building this model, please?

MODELLING LETTER:

I was very interested in Mr Hard's article in December 1980 "Live Rail"
and find that we use similar methods, but I have used the Hymek bogie
successfully in two ' 4 C o r ' units, especially one which was fitted with a MW

5 pole armature. Two Hymek bogies are used to power a class 73, but one has
to have its magnet reversed. I have also built a '4Cep' using an MTK motor
bogie chassis which requires the armature shaft and magnet assembly from a
Hornby motor bogie. I did consider using a Wrenn class 20 bogie, but these are

not readily available in my area.

I have found that a piece of lead pipe wrapped

round the motor bogie bracket helps adhesion.
The '4 Cor' kits are both BSL and are much easier to construct than MTK and
the BSL bogies are much better than MTK. To save short circuits I use the

plastic clips which come with some brands of sliced bread as packing between
the bogie rubbing plate and body. Originally I fitted Trix couplings but these
parted despite being held taut by plastic corridor connections, and now Airfix

large type couplings are used and the sets remain coupled Unlike Mr Hard,
I use flock powder as I feel it makes them look better even though it is not so
easy to see inside the trailer compartments.
I was not happy about the ends, bogies and floors of the MTK '4Cep' and
'4TC' kits. The body shell consisting of two sides and roof makes the fitting of
interiors quite difficult as each bay or compartment has to be fitted by trial and

error. I built the '4TC' first as I felt it would be easier as it did not require a
motor bogie. I used Cavendish cab ends after cutting off the buffer details.
Hornby Mk IV bogies were used. I used the MTK floor but intend to change it as
it is none too successful.
The '4Cep' was built similarly to the '4TC' except I experimented with MAJ
floor units which were going cheap at a model railway exhibition. The floor unit
can be glued to the lower end of the body shell and, being plastic, the shorting

cut is avoided. All the ends were replaced by Cavendish cast ends, though MTK
provided three cab ends! Hornby Mk I bogies have been used instead of MTK
trailing bogies which are very difficult to assemble. I had no alternative to use
the dummy motor bogie. I might add that Hornby bogies are of the earlier design
with the hole used with the brass rivet or the nut and screw in CKD models.
The class 73 employs two Hymek motor bogies, one of which has had its
magnet reversed so as to prevent short circuits. The mixture of a white metal
body on two motor bogies adds up to good adhesion but can be too much for

some controllers.

The '4Cor' and '4Cep' have seen service at exhibitions.
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Book Reviews
SOUTHERN REGION UNUSUAL TRAIN SERVICES 1981-82

B W Rayner & J D Hogie
Published by SEG
Price 85p (£1 by post)
145x205 mm 24 pages, card cover
NO illustrations

The latest edition of this guide to the Southern's train services follows the
same format as its predecessors, Trains that run via unusual routes are listed,
details are given of the types of multiple units used on all Southern lines
together with notes of unusual formations, and locomotive-hauled passenger

trains are listed with particulars of locomotives used Stores train schedules
are included again and a forward gives details of significant changes since the
previous edition, of which there are many. Warning is given of further
alterations, for notes indicate lines likely to close or be remodelled as a
result of re-signalling work. Much more detailed information is given of
"Coastway" stock duties and other new entries of note are a 'Cig' working to
Chessington and a rebuilt 'Cep' on the Central Divisions Greater emphasis
Could be given to unusual locomotive duties if a greater number of generalisations
were included in the introduction to the locomotive section, for example that

unless indicated otherwise, all trains between Waterloo and Exeter are hauled by
Laira class 50s. However, this is a minor point. It is a great pity that nobody
produces anything similar for the other regions of British Rail.
DIESEL ENTHUSIAST'S POCKET GUIDE INCLUDING ELECTRICS

Michael Oakley
Published by Bradford Barton
124x 184mm 48 pages, card cover
24 photographs, 2 maps
This is the series title for ten booklets which between them cover the whole

of the British Rail passenger network. The details given above apply to the
review copy received (which covers Yorkshire and Lincolnshire). Whereas
"Southern Region Unusual Train Services" concentrates on trains, these

booklets deal mainly with the physical features of railways. Within each
booklet lines are dealt with in the order and groups in which they appear in the
BR timetable. For each line a brief introduction describes its main characteristics
and then all stations, junctions and other important locations are tabulated with
distances in miles and chains. Against each location details such as the

number of platforms, location of the signal-box and other significant features are
given. Virtually all of this information is given in highly abbreviated form, so
it is unfortunate that the list of abbreviations is not in alphabetic order and is
rather badly laid out
(The lack of page numbers is another odd feature). Each

section concludes with a brief note on traffic and motive power on the lines
concerned. Two electrified areas come within the scope of the review volume,
but limits of electrification, substations, neutral sections etc are not included
in the tables. Similarly, little information is given on freight locations ,
apart from notes such as "Sdgs dn to N" for example, which is a pity for, with
the advent of TOPS, details of public and private terminals are fairly readily
available. In view of the author's main interests, it is hardly surprising that
train timers will find the booklets most useful, for information on distances and
as a means of locating timing points which are not at open passenger stations.
Photographers may appreciate the notes as to the whereabouts of lineside vantage
points. So far as the Southern is concerned, it is aggravating to note that the
western part of the South Western Division will be in a different volume from the
rest of the region. Finally, we disapprove of publishers who do not print the
price of books on them.
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Southern Electric Closures
The object of these notes is to give a brief resume of Southern Electric
lines and stations that have been closed. Fortunately, it is easy to be brief for
there have not been many closures, and only two of great consequence. Dates
quoted are the first day on which trains did not run (ignoring Sundays).
The branch from Nunhead to Crystal Palace had an erratic existence. It
was closed for a while during the First World War, but was electrified thereafter.
Electric workings for staff training started on 1 April 1925, with public services
from 12 July. Trains ran from St Pauls (Blackfriars) or as a shuttle from Nunhead.
The line closed again during the Second World War, though not until 22 May 1944.
Southern Electric Pullman and buffet cars were stored at Crystal Palace for a
while during the war. The line reopened on 4 March 1946, but lasted only 8½ years
before becoming the first permanent Southern Electric line closure, from 20
September 1954. In the post-war period, headcodes used were:
H
P
S
V

Crystal Palace to Holborn Viaduct
Holborn Viaduct or Victoria to Crystal Palace
Crystal Palace to Blackfriars
Crystal Palace to Victoria

The numeral headcode used on the branch was 57.
The other significant closure was withdrawal of the service between
Haywards Heath and Horsted Keynes on 28 October 1963. It is something of a
mystery as to why the line was electrified in the first place for Horsted Keynes
is a tiny village some distance from its station. Electric services had commenced
on 7 July 1935 as part of the Eastbourne and Hastings scheme. For most of the

day the branch had an hourly electric service to Seaford. Branch headcodes were:
1
2
37
46
49

Horsted
Horsted
Horsted
Horsted
Horsted

Keynes
Keynes
Keynes
Keynes
Keynes

-

Haywards Heath
Brighton
Seaford
Lewes
Eastbourne

Part of the line, from Copyhold Junction to Ardingly, remains open for

freight traffic, albeit de-electrified, and Horsted Keynes station is, of course,
the southern terminal of the Bluebell Railway
Various short lines have closed without involving station closures. Three
spurs that were electrified from 1 January 1939 all closed within a year of each
other. Virginia Water west curve closed on 27 July 1964, Frimley Junction to
Sturt Lane Junction on 7 September 1964 and the Staines High Street curve on
22 March 1965. The spurs at Staines and Virginia Water appear to have never
had an electric passenger service, and the lines were used for empty workings
and special trains. However, there was a very infrequent service from Waterloo

to Woking via Ascot and Sturt Lane, which used the following headcodes:
25
26

Waterloo - Brentford - Ascot - Woking
Waterloo - Richmond - Ascot - Woking

A few years later, on 6 January 1969, the line between Polegate and
Stone Cross Junction closed. This was used by trains, mainly during business
and holiday peak periods, between Victoria and Ore not calling at Eastbourne.
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Headcodes applicable to this route were:
26

Brighton - Ore

54
60

Victoria - Quarry - Ore
Victoria - Redhill - Ore

The line has remained more or less intact, though de-electrified and with
connections at Polegate removed. It is used for testing track maintenance
machines and training permanent way staff. The line may well reopen in
connection with electrification of the line via Battle. Extensive work in tunnels
between Tonbridge and Battle is bound to result in periods of temporary closure
with trains diverted. Capacity of the line between Ore and Appledore is
reduced due to singling, so diversions via Lewes would seem essential. In this
event it would be very desirable to avoid the need for trains to reverse at Eastbourne or Hampden Park.
The Kearsney Loop, north of Dover, was electrified in 1961 for use by
freight trains hauled by class 71 locomotives, but was rarely used for this

purpose. There was never an electric passenger service over it and its last
passenger train, the S E G ' s "Man of Kent" railtour on 11 April 1971, may well
have been its only electric passenger working ever. The line was taken out of
use on 8 August 1972 and was subsequently used for "derailing tests". All
track has been lifted now though.
Turning to station closures, the first Southern Electric stations to close
were South Bermondsey and Old Kent Road & Hatcham, both on 1 January 1917
as a wartime economy . Old Kent Road & Hatcham never reopened, but South
Bermondsey did, on 1 May 1919. However, it closed again on 17 June 1928
when it was replaced by the present station which is slightly further from
London Bridge.
Another early closure was the LSWR station at Leatherhead. The line
between Epsom and Leatherhead was joint between the LSWR and LBSCR, but
the only joint station was Ashtead. Both companies had their own stations at
Epsom and at Leatherhead, the LBSCR station at Epsom being closed the day
before electric services from Sutton commenced. At Leatherhead the junction
for the Bookham branch was north of the two stations and electric trains from
Waterloo had to use the LSWR station until 10 July 1927 when the junction was
relocated south of the LBSCR station. The LSWR station was on the site of the
former goods yard, west of the LBSCR station.
Ludgate Hill station closed on 3 March 1929 in connection with
rationalisation of facilities in the St Pauls/Holborn Viaduct area. It was only
used by Eastern Section electric trains, for its closure coincided with the
introduction of electric services to Wimbledon via Tooting and other Central
Section lines.
A new Bishopstone station, east of the original one, was opened on 26
September 1938. The original station closed for the winter, but was reopened,
as Bishopstone Beach Halt, on a seasonal basis in 1939. Its erratic summer
service lasted three years, the official date of final closure being 1 January 1942.
Shoreham Airport station was another wartime closure. As Bungalow
Town Halt it had, surprisingly, closed upon electrification to Worthing on 1
January 1933. Renamed, it reopened on 1 July 1935, but succumbed finally on
15 July 1940. Mention might also be made of another wartime "closure" or,
rather, a "non-opening". A new station at Lullingstone, between Swanley and
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Eynsford, was constructed in 1939, but it had not been completed when war was
declared. It was never opened and was eventually dismantled. Possibly the
platform components were used to repair air raid damage elsewhere.
The Second World War also saw withdrawal of advertised passenger
services over two lines which remain open for special and empty stock workings,
Services between New Beckenham and Beckenham Junction were withdrawn with
effect from 17 October 1939, and trains ceased to run between Waterloo and
Wimbledon via East Putney on 6 May 1941, There are still unadvertised workings
over the Beckenham Junction spur, and staff trains via Point Pleasant Junction

and East Putney.
Two interesting closures on 4 December 1961 were Denton Halt and
Milton Range Halt, between Gravesend and Hoo Junction. Although on an
electric line, it would appear that these halts were only served by branch trains
to Allhallows-on-Sea. Furthermore, Milton Range Halt officially closed in 1932,
but certain trains would call on request up to final closure.
The Southern Electric system suffered no closures under the "Beeching
Plan", published in 1963, but over the last fifteen years a handful of stations
have closed due to declining traffic. These are: Folkestone East (6 September
1965), St Leonards West Marina (10 July 1967), Chislet Colliery (4 October
1971) and East Brixton (5 January 1976). The poor structural state of East

Brixton station is said to have contributed to its closure,
A number of stations have closed due to alternative facilities being
provided in connection with rationalisation and modernisation schemes. The

closure of Reading Southern is perhaps the most significant for a short stretch
of line closed with it, on 6 September 1965, when trains were diverted to the
adjoining Western Region station. Other relocations have been: Gatwick
Airport (28 May 1958), Swale Halt (10 April 1960) and Crawley (28 July 1968).

Gatwick Airport was rebuilt directly north of the original station in order to
adjoin the new airport terminal building. Swale Halt was relocated when the
railway was realigned to cross the new Kings Ferry Bridge onto the Isle of
Sheppey, and the new Crawley station is east of the old one and nearer to the

new town centre development.
The Southern has never suffered the indignity of electric passenger
services reverting to diesel or steam, but the Angerstein Wharf branch, part of
the Bricklayers Arms branch and the Faversham Creek branch were all
de-electrified following withdrawal of the class 71 locomotives in 1977. All

were, of course, electrified with overhead wires.
There have been a few occasions when lines have closed for a month
or so for major engineering work. Cannon Street station has closed twice for
track remodelling; from 5 to 28 June 1926 and from 5 August to 9 September 1974,
During the Second World War there were various temporary closures as a result
of enemy action, the most prolonged being Portsmouth Harbour station. The
viaduct east of the station was destroyed in an air raid on 1 January 1941, and the

station was cut off from the rest of the network until 1946, Two platforms were
brought into use on 1 June, with full reopening on 1 August, The Waterloo & City

line has twice been closed due to flooding; from 9 November 1940 to 3 March
1941 following an air raid, and from 24 November 1975 to 12 January 1976 after a
water main burst. Other significant temporary closures have been: Hastings to
St Leonards West Marina, from 27 November 1949 to 5 June 1950 for tunnel
repairs, and Nunhead to Lewisham from 5 December 1957 to 13 January 1958 in
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consequence of the collision at St Johns.
Three closure proposals are in hand at present In connection with the
Brighton line re-signalling scheme, the Secretary of State for Transport has
consented to the closure of Coulsdon North station. A closure date has yet to
be announced, but is likely to be in 1983. Notice has been given of the proposed
closure of the line between Selhurst Junction and Norwood Fork Junction, also in
connection with re-signalling work. Objections to the closure have to be lodged by
3 September 1981, but it is hard to see the TUCC and the Secretary of State not
agreeing to this proposal. The outcome of proposals to close the line between
Woodside and Selsdon, involving complete closure of Bingham Road, Coombe
Road and Selsdon stations, is not so certain. The TUCC is presently preparing
its report to the Secretary of State, having held a meeting in Croydon to hear
objections on 25 March 1981.
With effect from 1 June 1981 there ceased to be any publically advertised
trains between Blackfriars and London Bridge via Metropolitan Junction, but
unadvertised services remain and the statutory closure procedure was not
implemented.
Polegate, Eltham Park and Eltham Well Hall stations will close if plans to
replace them with new stations on alternative sites go ahead. The new Polegate
station would be west of the present one, and nearer to the town centre. One
station would replace the two at Eltham.
There have been closure proposals in the past that have come to nothing.
The "Beeching Plan" recommended that Bishopstone, Southease & Rodmell Halt,
Cooksbridge, Plumpton, Glynde and Berwick be closed, but all survived.
During the 'seventies the line between Wimbledon and West Croydon was
threatened with closure, but this proposal has been withdrawn.
Alarming maps
were published a few years ago illustrating a greatly reduced railway network,
which would have led to major Southern Electric closures, particularly in East
Kent and West Sussex, However, all of the major political parties have rejected
the idea of another round of "Beeching style" closures, so one may be reasonably
confident that "Live Rail" will not have to report any serious contraction of the
Southern Electric network.
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'4 Bep' Workings
In view of the declining number of '4Bep' units left in service, and the
prospect of all being rebuilt as '4Cep(R)' units within the next year or so,
their remaining workings are detailed below. South Eastern Division diagrams
are rather complicated as boat train schedules alter several times during the
course of the year. It is, therefore, not practicable to quote diagrams, and
trains that include a '4Bep' are listed in departure time order. Central Division
diagrams are much less involved and are given in full (except that local empty
workings to and from sidings and depots are omitted).
SOUTH EASTERN DIVISION

The following trains include a '4Bep':Victoria to Dover Western Pocks: 0804SO from 31 Oct; 0804Sun to 20 Sep and
from 25 Oct; 0830 to 26 Sep and from 26 Oct; 0904SO & Sun 27 Sep to 24 Oct;
0930SX 28 Sep to 23 Oct; 09 30 SO from 31 Oct; 09 30 Sun to 20 Sep and from
25 Oct; 09 44 to 26 Sep and SX from 26 Oct; 1030 SO & Sun 27 Sep to 24 Oct;
1044SX 28 Sep to 23 Oct; 11 04SO 31 Oct to 9 Jan and from 6 Mar; 11 04Sun
2 Aug to 20 Sep, 25 Oct to 10 Jan and from 7 Mar; 11 30 31 Jul to 26 Sep and SX
26 Oct to 15 Jan and from 1 Mar; 1204SO & Sun 27 Sep to 24 Oct; 1544Sun 2 Aug
to 20 Sep; 1600 31 Jul to 21 Sep; 1844SO from 31 Oct; 1844Sun to 20 Sep and
from 25 Oct; 1900 to 26 Sep and SX from 26 Oct; 19 44 SO & Sun 27 Sep to 24 Oct;
2000 SX 28 Sep to 23 Oct; 20 44 SO from 31 Oct; 20 44 Sun to 20 Sep and from 25
Oct; 21 00 to 26 Sep and SX from 26 Oct; 21 44SO & Sun 27 Sep to 24 Oct;
2200SX 28 Sep to 23 Oct; 22 04 Sun to 20 Sep; 2230 to 25 Sep

Victoria to Folkestone Harbour: 0800 daily to 26 Sep; 0944SO from 31 Oct;
09 44 Sun to 20 Sep and from 25 Oct; 1000 to 26 Sep and SX from 26 Sep;
10 44 SO & Sun 27 Sep to 24 Oct; 1100SX 28 Sep to 23 Oct; 1400 daily to 26
Sep and from 25 Oct; 1500 daily 27 Sep to 24 Oct; 20 30 SO & Sun from 25 Oct;
2044SX from 26 Oct; 21 30 SO & Sun 26 Sep to 24 Oct; 21 44 SX 28 Sep to 23 Oct
Dover Western Docks to Victoria: 0458SX to 25 Sep and from 26 Oct; 0504 SO &
Sun to 26 Sep and from 25 Oct; 05 18 daily to 26 Sep and from 25 Oct; 0540SO &
Sun 27 Sep to 24 Oct; 0545SX 28 Sep to 23 Oct; 0620 daily 27 Sep to 24 Oct;
11 20 daily to 26 Sep; 1304 daily 31 Jul to 26 Sep, 25 Oct to 15 Jan and from 1 Mar;
1332 daily to 26 Sep and from 25 Oct; 1404 daily 27 Sep to 24 Oct; 1432 daily
27 Sep to 24 Oct; 1504 daily to 26 Sep and from 25 Oct; 1604 daily 27 Sep to 24
Oct; 1804 daily 31 Jul to 21 Sep; 21 04 daily to 26 Sep and from 25 Oct;
2204 daily 27 Sep to 24 Oct

Folkestone Harbour to Victoria: 06 15 daily to 25 Sep; 1320 daily to 26 Sep and
from 25 Oct; 1420 daily 27 Sep to 24 Oct; 1732 daily to 26 Sep and from 25 Oct;
1832 daily 27 Sep to 24 Oct; 1950 daily to 26 Sep
Unless indicated otherwise, all trains listed above run on Mondays to
Saturdays inclusive. The only non-boat train 'Bep' passenger working on the
SED is 0700SX Ramsgate to Victoria and 1754SX Victoria to Ramsgate. Some
boat trains may run on dates other than those indicated above, but do not include
a '4Bep' on those days.
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CENTRAL DIVISION

Units work the diagrams below in sequence, unless booked for major
overhaul etc. Thus, the unit on diagram 601 will work diagram 602 next day, for
example. Virtually all workings are in multiple with other units. The buffet is
not staffed for passenger workings indicated by *.
indicates an empty stock
working.
Diagram 601 SX

arr

Bognor Regis
Victoria
Portsmouth Hbr
Victoria
Bognor Regis
Victoria
Littlehampton

0907
1135
1705
1900
2105
2323

dep

Diagram 603 SX

0728
0928
1450
1720
1919*
2136*

Brighton
London Bridge
+ Streatham Hill
+ Victoria
+Newhaven Hbr
+ Lovers Walk
Brighton
London Bridge
Littlehampton
Horsham

Diagram 602 SX
Littlehampton
Victoria
Portsmouth Hbr
Victoria
Bognor Regis
Victoria
Bognor Regis
Lovers Walk

0817
1035
1304
1505
1815
2006
21/20
Man
ie
tnance

0628
0828
1050
1328
1607
1828
20/12

arr
0833
09X19
10/49
1227
13/35
Man
itenance

1745
1947
21/16

dep
0732*
08/46
10/30
11 10*
12/46

1624
1802
20/31

Diagram 604 SX
Horsham
Littlehampton
Victoria
Brighton

06/05
06/42 0813
0953 1008
1106
Man
ie
tnance
1603
1712 1724
1912 20/54
21/11

+ From 28 Sep the unit on diagram
603 runs direct Streatham Hill 10/20
to Lovers Walk 11/52.

Brighton
Victoria
Littlehampton
Bognor Regis

Diagram 601 SO

Diagram 603 SO until 3 October

Bognor Regis
Victoria
Bognor Regis
Littlehampton

0919*
1104 1128*
1305 23/45
23/59

Brighton
Victoria
Brighton
Victoria
Brighton
Victoria
Brighton
Victoria
Brighton

The return working to Victoria is
until 3 October only.
Diagram 602 SO
Littlehampton
Victoria
Littlehampton
Victoria
Littlehampton
Victoria

1057
1303
1557
1803
2059

0915
1123
1415*
1623*
1915*

Horsham

08/45
09/43 0958*
1149
12/46
13/25

0903*
1036*
1203*
1336*
1503*
1636*
1803*
1936*

Diagram 603 SO from 10 October
Brighton
Victoria
Bognor Regis
Victoria
Bognor Regis

Diagram 604 SO until 3 Oct only
Horsham
London Bridge
Bognor Regis

1012
1148
1312
1448
1612
1748
1912
2048
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0812
1005
2204
0004

0703*
0828*
2019*
2236*

Diagram 603 Sundays

Diagram 601 Sundays
Until 4 October only

Horsham
Victoria
Portsmouth Hbr

Victoria
Portsmouth Hbr
Victoria
Horsham

From 11 October

Victoria

0811*
09 18 0931*
1 1 45 1202*
1431*
1418
16 45 1702*
1931*
1918
20 35

Littlehampton

Victoria
Littlehampton

1057
1303
1957
2203

Until 4 October only

Brighton
Victoria
Portsmouth Hbr
Victoria

0912*
1122*
1812*
2022*

Portsmouth Hbr
Victoria

Bognor Regis

0815
1045
1318
1545
1818
2019

0703*
0831*
1102*
1331*
1602*
1831*

From 10/11 October Diagram 604

Does not work the evening trip to
Victoria until after 4 October

is spare unit at Horsham SO and

at Bognor Regis Sundays. Diagram
601 is spare unit at Horsham Sundays

Diagram 603 Sundays

from 11 October. Diagrams worked on
Monday do not follow in numerical
sequence from diagrams worked on
Sunday. Arrangements are as under:

Until 4 October only
Victoria
Brighton

0850
Ma
n
ie
tnance

Diagram 604 Sundays

Diagram 602 Sundays

Littlehampton
Victoria

0736*

Brighton

0908*
1006
Man
ie
tnance

Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday

601
602
603
604

works
works
works
works

Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday

604
602
603
601

Preservation News
There has been considerable activity at Wansford recently. The roofs of
all vehicles except 11825 have been re-felted and dressed. This involved stripping
all cantrails, rainstrips and ventilators and between them the three motor coaches,
two trailers and the CCT yielded up 6,000 screws,! Work is now in hand on
dealing with the dry rot in motor coach 11201. All of the seats had to be
temporarily removed from one side of the coach in order to strip out affected
panelling, and replacement panelling is being fitted.
British Rail are running a further Deltic-hauled excursion from King's Cross
to the Nene Valley Railway on 12 September. (Bookings are dealt with at King's
Cross travel centre). Subject to work on 11201 being complete, all seven
Southern Electric vehicles (unit 3142, 'Pul' composite 11773, ' C o r ' motor
coach 11187 and "Brighton Belle" motor coach 91) will be in service on the NVR
and will be hauled between Wansford and Orton Mere by the Deltic. This will be
a unique occurrence - the all English Electric train! It will also be the first

occasion for almost ten years that two 'Cor' motor coaches have been coupled
nose to nose with gangways connected.
It is understood that "Brighton Belle" car 288 is to be moved from the

Stour Valley Railway to Swanage, and it will be fitted with vacuum brakes.
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Regional Review
STOCK NOTES

Withdrawn 'Sub's 4290 & 4643 were due to be despatched from Strawberry
Hill to Horwich, for breaking up, on 21 May. However, 4290 could not be moved
due to brake trouble, and 4643 got no further than Willesden where it was still
awaiting onward movement on 20 June. Withdrawals at the beginning of June
were: 1 June 4280/81/83/86/88/89/99, 4627/28/32/35/36/38/41/48/50/53/55/75,
4677/81/89/96/97, 4701/05/09/39; 4 June 4693/95; 5 June 4735; 9 June 4295/96.
Following withdrawal, units are being reformed at Selhurst and East Wimbledon,

traction motors and compressors are removed at Selhurst and seats are stripped
at Horwich and Eastleigh Works,
Surviving units exchange compartment trailers for saloon trailers from withdrawn units. Units reformed as all-saloon by early July, vehicles received and

dates of reformation are:

12372 (ex 4632) 9 June
12368 (ex 4628) 30 June
12357 (ex 4696) 22 June
8961 (ex 4681) 23 May
8957 (ex 4677) 1 July
4692 has 8989 (ex 4709) 26 May

4714 has 8976 (ex 4696) 28 May
4716 has 12378 (ex 4638) 3 July
4719 has 12376 (ex 4636) 7 July
4747 has 12388 (ex 4648) 30 May
4754 has 10140 (ex 4296) 18 June

4278 has
4629 has
4630 has
4673 has
4683 has

Units still to receive saloon trailers are 4623/31/60/69/84, 4742/51. Following
these reformations the only '4Sub' with a compartment trailer will be 4732.

(Perhaps this is because BR lists incorrectly show the trailer concerned, 10239,
to be a saloon vehicle).

It will be noted that units 4648/81/96&4709 were

reformed with two compartment trailers prior to official withdrawal, but they are not
thought to have run in public service following reformation. Unit 4679 has MBSO
10862 (ex4283) in place of 12699 on a temporary basis.
On 4 June withdrawn units were located thus: Norwood Yard 4280/83/86/99,
4619/35/48/50/81/93/95/96/97, 4701/05/09/39; Hither Green 4281/88/89,
4675/77/89; Strawberry Hill 4290; Wimbledon West Yard 4627/28/32/36/38/41,
4653/55.
4290 was moved to Norwood Yard on 5 June, as were 4295/96&4735 following

withdrawal. By 11 June 42888.4677 had been moved from Hither Green to
Norwood Yard and 4693 From Norwood Yard to Fratton for a civil defence exercise.

Units were moved from Wimbledon West Yard to East Wimbledon and from
Norwood Yard to Selhurst for reforming as required.

4632 was despatched to Eastleigh Works by 25 June, and a week later was
at Norwood Yard. 4701/05 were moved from Norwood Yard to Eastleigh by the
beginning of July, but 4705 was moved on to Wimbledon within a week. On 30
June 4709/39 were despatched from Norwood Yard to Horwich, and 4295/96

followed on 2 July. 4641/55 went from Wimbledon to Mulfords Sidings,
Southampton, on 1 July for filming.
As at 9 July, units remaining on the Southern were located thus: Norwood
Yard 4280/83/86/88/90/99, 4619/32/35/48/50/77/81/95/96/97, 4735; Hither
Green 4281/89, 4675/89; Wimbledon West Yard 4627/53; Wimbledon South
Sidings 4628; East Wimbledon 4636/38, 4705; Fratton 4693; Eastleigh Works
4701; Mulfords Sidings 4641/55. Units 4281/88 are to be used for civil
defence exercises at Shepherds Well and Eastbourne respectively, and 4619
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has been sold for breaking up by Birds, Long Marston.
A number of long withdrawn 'Sub' vehicles have been despatched from
Guildford to Long Marston recently. 8904/34 (ex 4624/54) , 10152 (ex 4285) ,
10240/45 (ex4601), 10474 (ex4380) & 11307/08 (ex4624) left Guildford on
18 June and 10144/63 (ex4277/97), 10237/48 (ex4606), 10479 (ex4385),
10875 (ex4290), 11457 (ex4377) & 12661 (ex4506) followed on 2 July. The latter

movement had to be halted at Didcot due to a hot axle box on one vehicle, and
the stock was still there on 13 July. 'Sub' vehicles are worked to Long Marston
unbraked but through-piped by means of a temporary brake pipe attached to the
running boards, A number of ferry vans (which are not scrapped) are marshalled
at front and at rear for braking purposes; generally there are three vans at one
end and two at the other,
'Sub's with a slightly brighter future are 4682, 4710/43 which received
C6L overhauls at Selhurst in June and July,
In connection with facelifting, further '4EPB' units have been reformed
and reallocated, Re-allocations, effective from 22 June, are: 5029-32 SU to SG,
5113/20 WD to SU, 5127/28 SU to WD, 5211/21/33/45 SG to SU. Reformations
are as under, all taking place in June, except the exchange of motor coaches
which was towards the end of May.

5120
5124
5222
5232
5233
5234
5245

14240 15198 15202 (ex 5124) 14239
14247 15252 15248 (ex 5120) 14248
14444 15410 15421 (ex 5233) 14490 (ex 5245)
14463 15420 15422 (ex 5234) 14464
14466 15051 15040 (ex 5222) 14465
14467 15052 15050 (ex 5232) 14468
14282 15219 15063 14443 (ex 5222)

Following these changes units 5124, 5222/32 are all-saloon. 5120, 5234/45 have
been sent to Horwich for facelifting, and 5221/33 to Eastleigh, Further
re-numberings are thus: 5411 (5238), 5413 (5198), 5414(5221), 5415(5233),
5416(5211), 5417(5239), 5418(5245), 5420 (5120) &5422 (5234) . Details of
5419/21 are not yet known, but 5410/12 are "new" units formed thus:

5410

14527 (ex5607) 15386 (ex5208) 15304 (ex5208) 14528 (ex5608)

5412

14415 (ex5208) 15451

15452

14304 (ex5152)

15451/52 are converted from 'Sub' trailers. In consequence of the formation
of 5410, '2 Sap' units 5607/08 are withdrawn and driving trailers 16007/08 are
being broken up at Horwich. 5410 was delivered to Selhurst from Horwich on
11 June and 5408 followed on 18 June, Both were in service soon after, 5411
entered service early in June, and 5413 a month later. Unit 5113 has one
refurbished trailer, with fluorescent lights, and trailer 70455 in unit 5343 has
been refurbished in the same manner as the centre trailer of '3H(M)' 1111,
except that it does not have end gangways,
'

4Bep' and '4Cep' units sent to Swindon recently are: 7006/07/15,
7180/85/99, Before despatch, 7185 exchanged its trailer composite, 70583,
for 70589 from unit 7191. Unit re-numberings are: 1532 (7003), 1533 (7004),
1534(7010), 1535(7006), 1582 (7199), 1583(7015), 1585(7180),

Six

trailer seconds for '4Cep(R) ' units are being converted from locomotive-hauled
TSO vehicles, new and old numbers being: 71625 (4381), 71626 (3916),
71627 (3844), 71628 (3921), 71629 (3985) &71630 (3992) . 71625 is formed in
unit 1587 in place of downgraded composite 70044, 71626-30 are formed in
units 1532-35/83 respectively in place of buffet cars. The formation of unit
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1588 is 61721 (ex7167)770520 (ex7171 )/70044 (ex7189)761958 (ex7210). By
early July units up to 1530 and 1591 were in service. 1529/30 have Commonwealth
bogies. Four figure unit numbers are now being applied at Swindon; some units
had surplus '41 's painted out at Strawberry Hill before re-entering service.
'4Big' 7053 underwent wiring repairs from mid-May to early June and
during this period its buffet car, 69339, ran in '4Cig' 7344 in place of trailer
second 70974. '3D ' 1312 was in service between Ashford and Hastings on 17
June without its centre trailer, but it was correctly formed two days later. The
five ' 6 B ' buffet cars are still at Basingstoke.
Units painted blue and grey: 1118/32/33, 1312/19, 5006-09/15/25/51/53,
5156/70/93, 5318/25/26/35/41/43/52, 5606/13, 5786/88/89/95, 6016/30/63,

6140/48/65/67
all-blue.

A significant number of suburban units are still being painted

Units fitted with AWS: Simplified 5411/13/16, 5710/17/41/58/74, 6027/31,

7781,7858/61/62/86/90; Baldwin 7902/03.
Western Region cross-country DMMUs L574/81 have been modified for use
between Reading and Gatwick Airport. Luggage racks have been fitted in the
former buffet and a notice "Passenger Luggage Area" attached to the ceiling.
There is a similar notice in the guard's van, and labels are provided in all
saloons indicating the way to the nearest "RAIL AIR passenger luggage area".

However, the units are as likely to appear on services to Tonbridge as to Gatwick
INTERESTING WORKINGS

Several major sporting events have required special train services recently,
in addition to the usual programme of race meetings at Lingfield for which
strengthened and additional trains are run on the East Grinstead line.
On Derby Day, 3 June, 73142 "Broadlands" hauled the Royal Train from
Victoria to Tattenham Corner and 33205 was used for the return empty working.
However, the main feature of interest was the larger than usual number of "4Sub'
units working between Charing Cross/London Bridge and Tattenham Corner.

'Sub' duties, and units used, were:
4714/4743

09 57& 1823 from London Bridge; 1220 from Charing Cross; 1110,
1725 relief & 1940 from Tattenham Corner.

4732/4735

1016&1248 reliefs from London Bridge; 1130 empty & 1715 relief
from Tattenham Corner.

4298/4751

1108 relief &1557 from London Bridge; 13 20 from Charing Cross;
1210, 1440&1703 from Tattenham Corner.

4721/4739

1622 from London Bridge; 1735 from Tattenham Corner.

4285/4738

1729 from London Bridge; 1829 relief from Tattenham Corner.
(Both of these trains ran about 25 minutes late)

The relief trains from Tattenham Corner were all to London Bridge. The 1541
Victoria to Coulsdon North, formed '8Cig' 7332/7437, was diverted to Smitham
and then ran empty to Tattenham Corner to form the 1646 relief to London Bridge.

Other additional trains to and from Tattenham Corner were 'EPB' stocks For
most of the day scheduled services did not divide at Purley and there was a
shuttle service from there to Caterham
Various trains between London Bridge
and Sutton were extended to Epsom Downs. It is pleasing to report that
excellent weather resulted in high traffic levels.
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For Royal Ascot races on 16- 18 June scheduled services between Waterloo

and Ascot were strengthened to eight coaches, but only one additional return
working was provided. This was 11 49 Waterloo to Ascot and 1814 return, for
which '8Hap' was used. Several 'EPB' units reached Ascot on strengthened

scheduled trains. Due to use of the additional '8Hap', nine London Midland
Region coaches were used to form the 0837 Woking to Waterloo (not on 16 June)
and 1734 return. A class 73 was booked for these workings, but 33006 hauled
the 1734 on 18 June, In consequence of rearranged stock diagrams, the 1608
Waterloo to Dorking and 1723 return were '4Cig/4Big' instead of '8Vep'.
7052/7425 were used on 18 June and the buffet was open on the 1723 at least.
The Open Golf Championship was held at the Royal St George's Course,

Sandwich from 16 to 19 July. A special bus service was operated by East Kent
between Sandwich station and the course and combined rail/bus/admission
tickets were available. On all four days there was a special first class only train
from Victoria to Sandwich at 0834, returning at 1835, This ran via Herne Bay
in both directions and was formed of London Midland stock, eight FOs, two
kitchen cars and a BFK, hauled by a class 33. A rather dirty 33056 "The Burma

Star" was used on 16 July. There was also an additional train each day at 0835
from Charing Cross to Sandwich via Maidstone East and Canterbury West,
with further additional trains at the weekend.

In the evenings there were extra

trains from Sandwich to Ramsgate and to Dover Priory. The 0800 scheduled
service from Charing Cross to Dover Priory was extended to Sandwich, various
other scheduled services were strengthened and certain morning and evening
trains did not divide at Ashford, but continued complete to Ramsgate via Dover.

Traffic was reported to be very heavy and in the evenings some up trains
arrived at Dover so full that passengers were unable to join them.
Further 'Hap' workings on the Brighton line have been reported, some as a
result of staff disputes disrupting stock workings. The 2300 Victoria to Horsham
was '4Hap' 6025/16 on 1 June, and on 3 June 6049/57 worked the 1538 Redhill
to London Bridge and 1636 to Three Bridges. Also on 3 June, the 1948 Victoria
to Brighton was '2Hap/8Cig' 6062/7386/7404. 6047 formed part of the 2200
Victoria to Bognor Regis on 9July. Slade Green '2EPB' 5702 was working

between Victoria and Effingham Junction in the evening of 5 June and, on the same
day, ' 3 R ' 1206 formed the 1704 London Bridge to Uckfield in place of a ' 3 H ' .
On 28 May the 1542 London Bridge to London Bridge via St Helier was
worked by '8Cig' 7328/7435 in place of the diagrammed '8Vep', and on 3 June
the 1730 Victoria to Coulsdon North was '4Vep/4Cig' instead of '6EPB'. The
1552 Victoria to Ore was '4Big/4Bep/4Vep' 7033/7013/7878 on 6 June, and
'4Bep' 7014 worked stopping services between Victoria and Horsham via Epsom
on 28 June, '4Veg' 7908 reached Bognor Regis on 4 July in consequence of the
1200 from Victoria being marshalled the wrong way round. A '4Vep' was

detached at Gatwick Airport
The 1537 Waterloo to Hounslow was cancelled on 2 June, possibly due to
stock failure, for the 1607 to Hounslow was ' 1 2 E P B ' This had to draw up at
every station.
'4Cep' 7199 was working between Strood and Paddock Wood on 14 June,
perhaps to facilitate on-train fares collection. The 0800 Victoria to Dover
Western Docks was diverted via Stewarts Lane on 16 July in order to convey a
guard to the depot urgently.
Substitutes for class 50 locomotives on the Exeter line have included
33009 on the 1420 from Exeter on 21 May and 33016 on the 11 10 from Waterloo
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on 14 June. 33205 has appeared twice on trains from Salisbury to Waterloo]
hauling the 1710 on 26 May and the 1730 on 24 June. A pair of class 31 locomotives worked the 1420 from Exeter and 19 10 from Waterloo on 29 June.
In connection with engineering work at Haywards Heath on 5 June, the 2348
Brighton to Victoria van train (retimed from 2318) was double headed by
73 133/103. On 6 June the 0727 from Manchester to Gatwick Airport was hauled
by 47408, one of the prototype class 47s now based at Gateshead. These differ
in a number of important respects from the production batches and no Southern
crews are trained to work them. The locomotive was at Waterloo six days later
(see 'Incidents'). 33112 was stabled at Three Bridges on 4 July.
47541, of Haymarket depot, worked the 1500 Brighton to Manchester on 15
June and confirmed various Southerners' prejudices regarding Scottish summers
as it was fitted with snow ploughs; A rake of Southern Region first class
carriages repaid the visit, being noted at Glasgow Central on 14 July forming
the 0805 to Euston. (This may have been a temporary exchange for the LMR
FOs to be used for special workings to Sandwich, Southern FKs would not have

been suitable for serving meals on the Sandwich trains).
A charter train at 1018 from London Bridge to Newhaven Harbour on 22 May
was formed 'MLV/8Cep' 68010/1524/7115. Due to a dockers' dispute at
Southampton, cruise passengers had to travel via Portsmouth during May. On
31 May multiple units, probably 'Cig/Big', worked boat trains in connection
with "Queen Elizabeth 2" sailings. These were 1215 Waterloo to Portsmouth &
Southsea and 1330 Portsmouth & Southsea to Waterloo.
A class 73 was booked to run light from Clapham Yard to Motspur Park,
Dorking and Horsham and back on 4 June for photographic purposes. 73142
"Broadlands" hauled the Royal Train conveying King Khaled of Saudi Arabia
from Gatwick Airport to Victoria on 9 June. Since 22 June a class 73/0 and
an '8 set' have worked drivers' training trips between New Cross Gate and
Eastbourne, calling at all stations south of Haywards Heath.

Various inter-divisional excursions, mostly formed of 'Cep' and 'Vep'
units, have been routed via Longhedge Junction. These include Guildford to
Margate on 10 June, Hampton to Brighton (also via Tulse Hill) on 20 June,
Ramsgate to Portsmouth Harbour on 21 June and Maidstone East to Lymington
Pier on 27 June. On 5 July '4Cep(R) ' 1604 worked to Bournemouth on an
excursion from Sandwich.
In connection with the centenary of the Midhurst branch, a ' 3 H ' unit
operated a special shuttle service between Chichester and Brandy Hole Lane
bridge, near Lavant, on 11 July. Departures from Chichester were hourly from
1120 until 1520.
Further movements of Eastern Region electric units between llford and Eastleigh Works have been, from Eastleigh 291 (14 May), 248 (2 June), 243 (16 June)
& 233 (16 July) , and from llford 217 (28 May) , 231 (10 June) , 246 (16 June), 270
(18 June) and 266 (16 July) .

A further batch of wagons for Bangladesh was moved from Ashford Works to
Ashford Down Yard, for transfer to road transport, on 12 June. The nine wagons,
which are broad gauge, wore mounted on accommodation bogies and marshalled
with a shunting locomotive at both ends of the rake. Another batch of wagons
for Tanzania left Ashford by rail for Tyne Dock on 24 June.
On 31 May the 0835 & 0935 from Waterloo to Weymouth and 0834 & 0934
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from Weymouth and 0841 from Bournemouth were diverted via Havant in
consequence of engineering work between Winchester and Micheldever. Trains
between Portsmouth and Reading were diverted via Southampton on 14 and 21
June due to work on the Botley line near Eastleigh.
Owing to engineering work between Streatham Junction and Sutton on 24
May the 0958 London Bridge to Bognor Regis, formed '8 Cig' 7326/34, was

diverted via West Croydon and called at all stations from there to Dorking, On
5 July the same train terminated at Peckham Rye and passengers were conveyed
by bus to Tulse Hill for a further train which took them to Littlehampton by way of
Effingham Junction and Havant
On 7 June and 5 July services between Victoria and the Crystal Palace line
started and terminated at Tulse Hill, where there was a special bus service to
and from Balham, Various lines in the Balham area were closed for re-signalling
on 21, 27 & 28 June and certain main line trains were diverted to London Bridge.
East Croydon local trains were cancelled on 21 & 27 June,
The line was blocked between Faygate and Horsham until evening on 21 & 28
June. Portsmouth trains were diverted via Dorking, but the line between Epsom
and Leatherhead was closed until 1235 on 28 June and Mid-Sussex passengers
could not avoid a bus journey.
Main line trains were diverted via Maidstone East on 31 May, Work between
Sole Street and Rochester on 7 June caused fast Chatham line trains to run via
Sidcup, calling additionally at Peckham Rye (for connections to and from
Bromley South) and Rochester (for buses to and from Sole Street).
Engineering work on 8 & 9 August has resulted in a number of unusual
workings being scheduled. On 8 August the 2241 Brighton to Victoria is booked
to be formed of Western Region stock hauled by a class 47 diesel. The stock
will return to Brighton as a portion of the 0440 to Eastbourne on 9 August. The

0715 Manchester to Brighton and 0925 & 1638 Brighton to Manchester are to be
diverted via Tulse Hill and Longhedge Junction on 9 August, and the 11 10 & 20 10
Victoria to Newhaven Harbour and 1726 return are booked via Stewarts Lane and
Tulse Hill.

8002 continues its interminable brake tests on the Shepperton branch, and
Test Coaches "Romeo" and "Juliet" have been used for further "chopper" tests
in the Hampton and Feltham areas. On the nights 10/11 & 11/12 June the Test
Coaches were scheduled to be used together between Feltham Junction and
Staines. Previously they have been used separately. A new visitor to Strawberry
Hill was Mk2f TSO W6125, which was present for inspection by CM&EE staff
on 30 June.
Test Coach "Iris", RDB 975010, former single DMMU car M79900, toured

Central Division suburban lines on 23 & 24 June. It is understood that "Iris" is
used for development of radio systems for communicating with train crews
Two rail grinding trains visited the Southern recently. The Speno train, a
regular visitor, was used between Woking and Southampton in late June and
early July. The other train was much more unusual, being a London Transport
one formed of rail grinding car RG 803 marshalled between pilot motor cars L130
and L131. All three vehicles are converted pre-1938 tube stock The train ran
from Ruislip Depot to Wimbledon Park on 15 July, worked tests between Kingston
and Shepperton on 16 July and returned from Wimbledon Park to Ruislip on 17 July.
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INCIDENTS

17 May: Vandals burned down Knockholt station overnight The building was
totally destroyed and part collapsed onto the track,
20 May: A locomotive collided with an empty train at East Grinstead. Some
services were cancelled due to a strike involving drivers at Epsom, West Croydon,
Streatham Hill and Dorking. Disputes, which concerned new rosters, continued
for a further two days. A train from Hastings was terminated at Tonbridge so that
firemen could release a passenger who had become stuck to a lavatory seat which
had been smeared with super glue.
25 May: Flooding in the Wokingham area disrupted services to and from Waterloo.
26 May: There was a derailment between Folkestone and Dover, following which
an emergency bus service operated between the two towns.
28 May: Stopping services between Orpington and Sevenoaks were suspended due
to a suicide in Polhill Tunnel.
1 June: On the first day of the new timetable drivers at Tunbridge Wells West
went on strike and there were no trains at all to Uckfield and very few to East

Grinstead. West Croydon drivers reported for work but then went straight home
and Streatham Hill guards did not work before 0600 or after 2200. The Tilbury -

Gravesend ferry crews went on strike until 8 June and a bus service was provided
via the Dartford Tunnel, except on Sunday.
2 June: During severe overnight storms several substations in West Sussex were

struck by lightning and there were earth slips between Billingshurst and Christs
Hospital, and Wokingham and Bracknell. The Mid Sussex line was closed south
of Horsham until 0930 when single line working over the down line was started
north of Billingshurst. General disruption led to a number of '2 Hap' units
being used on the Brighton line, including 6049/57 on 0655 from Brighton which

by the time it reached East Croydon was exceptionally overcrowded, and 6025/16
on 0736 from Victoria. The 0730 from Tattenham Corner was badly delayed at
Purley by a points failure.

3 June: There was a guards' dispute at Waterloo. Due to a points failure at
Holborn Viaduct during the morning peak trains terminated at Blackfriars.
47439, working the 1500 Brighton to Manchester, failed at East Croydon with

flat batteries and was replaced by 47003.
4 June: 47439 failed again, at Gatwick Airport whilst running light from Norwood
to Three Bridges.
6 June: Single line working between Balcombe and Copyhold Junction continued
two hours longer than planned, until about 0900. Services were badly disrupted

for most of the day and the situation was aggravated by a number of unscheduled
possessions in the Balham area due to new signalling being commissioned.
7 June: There were very few trains on the Chatham line due to an unofficial strike
by drivers at Gillingham, Faversham, Margate and Ramsgate. The 21 41 from
Waterloo to Bournemouth arrived at Eastleigh with a door missing from '2 Hap'
6104. Following trains were delayed whilst the line was examined.
9 June: The 0734 from Shepperton was involved in a fatality at Norbiton. There

was a fatality at Star Bridge in front of the 1538 from Brighton, which terminated
at Coulsdon South. Until 1800 all up trains ran via the Quarry Line.
11 June: An overnight fire at Waterloo resulted in delays and cancellations during
the morning peak. The 1600 Portsmouth to Victoria hit a dog north of Billingshurst
and 'Cig' 7431 lost a shoe. There were difficulties restoring traction current to
the train and it was eventually assisted to Horsham by the 1720 from Bognor Regis,
arriving there at 1915. The 1736 and 1820 from Bognor Regis to Victoria were
both diverted via Hove.
12 June: 50038 "Formidable" failed at Waterloo and was hauled to Clapham Yard
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by 47408. The 1410 to Salisbury was, in consequence, hauled by a pair of class
33s, and did not leave Waterloo until 1448.

19 June: A woman fell under the 1042 Waterloo to Dorking at Clapham Junction.
20 June: 47439 failed on the Brighton line for the third time in as many w e e k s

This time it expired at Balcombe while working the 0727 from Manchester. The
train was assisted to Haywards Heath by the 11 52 Victoria to Ore, and hauled
from there to Brighton by a class 73.

The 1500 Brighton to Manchester was hauled

as far as Birmingham by 33054. Following repair, 47439 was put to work on the
Oxted line

It hauled the 0801 from East Grinstead on 22 & 23 June,

21 June: After road works at Feltham West level crossing, tar caused adhesion
problems for trains stopping at the station.

22 June: A man was killed at Three Bridges as a result of trying to join the 0647
Portsmouth to Victoria after it had started to move. The 0848 to Portsmouth
terminated immediately after leaving Waterloo due to 'Cig' 7431 losing a shoe
on the west crossings. Services in and out of the station were suspended while
passengers were detrained.
26 June: Both lines were blocked at Tolworth after the 1023 freight train to Acton
derailed. Most Chessington trains were diverted to Epsom, but some rush hour
services went to Hampton Court. Services resumed with the 1936 from Waterloo.,
27 June: The 2000 Orpington to Victoria stopped at Brixton, presumably because
the driver forgot that the station was closed. Five passengers alighted and did
not discover that they were locked in until after the train had gone.
28 June: The 1030 to Weymouth became gapped outside Waterloo and had to be
assisted by the 1042 to Alton.

29 June: A route setting failure at Victoria signalling centre affected all routes
through Streatham Junction from 1325. It was possible to arrange to over-ride
the defective equipment within 90 minutes, but it was necessary to hand signal
trains past two signals until after the evening peak. Main line services were
generally no more than ten minutes late, but some suburban trains were delayed
up to half an hour. Only one signalman was available to work Selsdon signal-box
all week, and until 6 July (inclusive) it was open from 0700 to 1900 only. In
consequence, the 0650, 18538.19 10 from Elmers End and 0635, 07 15 & 19 15

from Sanderstead were cancelled daily.
30 June: An engineer's possession between Crowborough and Uckfield over-ran,
so the 0623 from Uckfield started from Crowborough and the 0640 from Eridge.
Due to a cable fire at Meopham, the 11 15 from Dover Western Docks and 11 59
from Faversham were diverted via Dartford and Nunhead.
1 July: 56062, on the 01 30 Thoresby to Northfleet, failed at Nunhead and was
assisted to Hither Green by 33203/12. 73 126 caught fire at Rochester whilst
working the 0914 Temple Mills to Sheerness-on-Sea freight. The locomotive is
understood to be badly damaged internally.
3 July: The 0307 freight from Temple Mills to Sheerness-on-Sea derailed at
Newington. It was possible to run some up trains in the morning, but both lines
were closed for repairs from about 12 15 until 1630. The 18 13 Victoria to Littlehampton failed at Billingshurst and was assisted by the 1828 Victoria to Portsmouth.
'2EPB' 5657 was detached from the 2207 Victoria to Horsham at Dorking due to
a hot armature bearing.
4 July: An iron bar on the track near Birkbeck caused short circuits and the 1423

Victoria to Beckenham Junction was delayed over 40 minutes.
5 July: Due to a points failure, the 1820 Gatwick to Victoria terminated at Redhill.
Almost half an hour later many bemused foreigners were still sat in it wondering
what had happened.
7 July: Services were disrupted due to an early morning derailment at Selhurst.
The up line was closed between Hinchley Wood and Hampton Court Junction from
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1700 until 1900 due to a buckled rail Trains were diverted via Leatherhead or
Woking and an emergency bus service was provided The 1945 freight from Paddock
Wood to Dover Town derailed at Folkestone Warren and the down line was blocked
until 1830 next day. On 8 July up trains only ran until 0900, with single line
working on the up line thereafter. Until 0900 passengers were conveyed from
Folkestone Central to Dover Priory by bus. Some trains were diverted via
Canterbury West.
8 July: The 1258 Waterloo to Reading failed at Bracknell and was assisted by the
1328 from Waterloo. The 1756 Victoria to Ashford struck and killed a woman at
Ryash foot crossing, West Malling. Fire broke out in the offices over platforms 9
and 10 at Clapham Junction shortly after 1800, blocking all South Western Division
main lines. Water from firemen's hoses severely damaged signalling and telecommunications cables and there was a total loss of signalling power supply in the
area from 1945. Next day the Up Main Slow and Down Main Fast lines were closed
until 1600 and the Up Main Relief was closed all day. Platform 8 was closed
during the morning peak and trains were diverted via platform 7. Some trains ran
via East Putney and many others started and terminated at Wimbledon. Guildford
New Line trains ran to and from Surbiton only, and Shepperton trains to and from
Kingston. Fast Weymouth trains were cancelled and most main line trains called
additionally at Clapham Junction and Wimbledon. Services were running more or
less as booked by the evening of 9 July, but stock was badly displaced; the 21 36
to Chessington Comprised '2EPB/4Vep' 5793/7752 and the 21 42 to Dorking
included '4Cig' 7338. Central Division lines were not affected.
9 July: In addition to the troubles at Waterloo, the travelator at Bank was out of
use due to fire damage. The 1030 freight from Thame to Hoo Junction was stood
at Shepherds Lane, Brixton, from 1510 until 1708 due to seized brakes on a wagon.
Numerous down passenger trains were cancelled or diverted via Crystal Palace.
14 July: Due to Beddington Lane signal-box being closed there were no trains
between Waddon Marsh and Mitcham Junction. (What has been provided following
the signal-box fire in April?)
TIMETABLES AND DIAGRAMS

On 31 May a new Seal ink "Jetfoil" service was introduced between Dover
Western Docks and Oostende, with a crossing time of 100 minutes and four flights
daily. Notwithstanding the seating capacity of the "Jetfoil" being 316, connecting
trains to and from Victoria have twelve coaches.

A further feature of the new timetable, introduced in the supplement, is the
opening of Sanderstead station on Sundays. Trains now run between Gatwick Airport
and Reading during peak hours instead of there being a connecting bus from or to
Reigate.
The withdrawn night Kingston Loop services have been reinstated as staff
trains. Some fast Sunday trains between Charing Cross and Dover have been
restored, but this is not advertised anywhere. Some semi-fast trains between
Waterloo and Dorking have also been reinstated.
Since 1 June no '2 Hap' units have been booked to work between Folkestone
and Dover. This is because the bores of Shakespeare Cliff Tunnel are particularly
tight to gauge and it is considered undesirable to operate non-corridor stock
through them in case of an emergency, such as a fire, occurring. Presumably,
the exchange of 'Hap's and 'Vep's between Ramsgate and other depots is
connected with this.
Additional passenger trains operating until 21 August are 0830 London
Bridge to Hastings via Eastbourne, and 11 00 Hastings to Victoria.
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From 1 June until 14 September No 1 Carriage Road at Blackfriars is
shortened to take ten coaches only. Twelve coach trains have to use platform 3
instead and, in addition, non-corridor stock is banned from Blackfriars carriage
sidings until further notice. In consequence of this various empty workings to
and from Cannon Street are revised. Previously, much empty stock for peak
hour workings, particularly main line trains, ran between Cannon Street and
Stewarts Lane via Blackfriars and Canterbury Road Certain empty workings
have been diverted to Orpington, Grove Park or Plumstead.
A class 33 locomotive is diagrammed to work the 0355 Crewe to Stoke on
Trent newspaper train, returning light to Crewe,
Aggregate trains between Drayton and Lavant were discontinued with effect
from 6 July.
When AWS is commissioned between Ashford and Hastings ' 3 R ' 1206 will
be diagrammed to work elsewhere.
On 29 July, the day of the wedding of Prince Charles and Lady Diana Spencer,
a modified weekday service was operated. From 2200 on 28 July and all day on
29 July the maximum adult day return fare from any Southern station to London
was £4.00, with a maximum child fare of £ 1.00.
STATIONS, TRACK AND SIGNALLING

Ashford (Kent): The BREL Works is to close at the end of this year with a loss of
900 jobs. During recent years the works has concentrated on wagon building and
repairing, including export orders, but it was also responsible for the cabs of
class 56 locomotives. The works is closing due to the downturn in freight traffic
and lack of new export orders. BREL is the largest employer in Ashford, so it is
unlikely that the closure will be accepted without protest.
Hastings: The recorded announcement for Ashford trains is in French and German
as well as English, Although multilingual details are given of connecting trains
from Ashford, only English is used to advise passengers for Three Oaks and
Doleham to sit in the front coach!
Wadhurst: The station has a modem BR bench stencilled "SECR Wadhurst"!
Chatham: The new booking office opened on 6 June, whereupon the southern part
of the old booking hall was closed for reconstruction.
Bat & Ball: A new up siding has been installed south of the station, apparently to
serve a gravel pit.
Bricklayers Arms: The Parcels Concentration Depot closed on 1 July, though the
last train ran on 20 June. (On 19 June the 1404 to Redhill was decorated with
balloons on the class 33 locomotive and streamers on the two vans!) Freight
trains which reversed at Bricklayers Arms were diverted via Longhedge Junction
from 1 June, and the only traffic remaining on the branch is the occasional movement to and from a CM&EE crane maintenance depot. All crane depot trains run
via Bricklayers Arms Junction, so the line from North Kent West Junction to
Surrey Canal Junction is out of use and is to be de-electrified. The line from
Bricklayers Arms Junction may also be de-electrified.
Battersea Park: Platform 1, the east
bound Atlantic Line, has been shor
the Victoria end and can no longer accommodate trains more than four coaches long.,
Victoria Re-signalling: New signalling was introduced between Streatham Junction
and Wimbledon on 26 April, temporarily controlled from Streatham Junction and
Wimbledon 'A' boxes. The trailing crossover north of Streatham station has been
abolished. Balham signal-box was abolished on 7 June and control of the area was
transferred to Victoria (Clapham Junction) signalling centre. The track layout is
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not altered, but the plants have disappeared from the window
s
i
l
l
s of th
Selhurst: The line from Selhurst Junction to Norwood Fork Junction is proposed
for closure in order to simplify re-signalling and track remodelling in the area.
Any objections have to be lodged with the TUCC by 3 September, and if there are
none the closure will be effective from 17 May 1982.
Wallington: New construction is taking place towards the London end of the up

platform. Is this a new booking office?
Purley: Digital train describers were introduced between Purley and South Croydon

signal-boxes on 28 June. This type of describer, which transmits trains' fourcharacter reporting numbers, is now in use at all Central Division boxes north of
Purley, in preparation for the full commissioning of Victoria signalling centre.
The centre has to be fed the reporting numbers of trains entering its area, and it is

desirable to spread the work of identifying trains over several boxes instead of
just the fringe ones. Work on realigning the branch platforms and altering various
crossovers started in April and will continue until autumn. By early July the new
down platform, which is set back from the position of the old one, was nearly
complete. A temporary timber platform is in use until the track can be slued
back. New connections will allow platforms 4 and 5 (Down Through and Up Branch)

to be reversibly worked and enable branch trains to use platform 4.

The trailing

crossover in the Through lines about quarter of a mile north of the station was

replaced on 21 June by a new crossover slightly further north.
Coulsdon North: Closure date is likely to be late in 1983. A number of new
crossovers have been laid in north of the station to form 'ladder' connections
from Up Local to Up Through and Down Through to Down Local.

Whyteleafe: The crossing box was abolished on 18 June. Lifting barriers are now
controlled from Whyteleafe South level crossing box with the aid of CCTV.
Boxhill & Westhumble: The station buildings have been listed as being of historic

and architectural importance by the Department of the Environment.
Uckfield: Except where a lower limit already applies, the maximum speed limit
between Hever and Uckfield has been reduced to 50mph.
GomshalI: The trailing crossover east of the station, which was taken out of use
when the signal-box was abolished, is now controlled by means of a ground frame

which is released from Betchworth signal-box. BR AWS has been brought into use
on the up line between Shalford and Redhill.
Gatwick Airport: The new concourse over the platforms, a modernistic, steel-frame,
glazed structure, was brought into use on 1 June. Sir Peter Parker officiated at a
ceremonial opening on 9 June. On the concourse there are eight ticket issuing
positions, a travel centre, a Travellers Fare bookstall and staff accommodation.
The booking office issues 'Intim' style tickets and the travel centre issues NCR 51

tickets. There are two escalators to platforms 1 and 2, a single escalator to
platform 3, and stairs to all platforms. There is no buffet as passengers can use
airport facilities. Work will now start on a second footbridge linking the airport
departure lounge directly with the station platforms. This will permit a "one way"
passenger flow
Haywards Heath: Following remodelling of the layout at the south end of the
station, down trains can depart from the Up Loop. This facility is being used on
weekdays, but on Saturdays most trains still shunt across to the Down Loop.
Copyhold Junction has been altered so that it is now nearer to Haywards Heath.
Hampden Park: The Up Starting semaphore signal has been replaced by a three

aspect colour light and the associated banner repeating signal has been abolished.
Wimbledon: The West Yard closed to freight traffic on 29 May, and Tolworth and
Chessington traffic now runs direct to and from Acton or other destination.

Guildford: A new facing crossover has been installed in the main lines north of
the station.
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Southampton: Southampton Up Home signals were replaced by colour lights with
'theatre' route indicators on 21 June0 On the same day Millbrook Up Advanced
Starting signals were abolished, but a new semaphore distant signal was provided
beneath the Up Docks to Up Through Starting signal. A workshop for repairing
freightliner wagons has been opened at the Maritime Freightliner Terminal.
Salisbury: Tracklaying on the Fisherton spur took place in July and diverted
passenger trains are due to use the spur on 12 September. Colour light signals
have been erected in the station area and a facing crossover laid in west of the
station. It appears that platform 1 (the northern one) will be abolished and that
platform 3 will be signalled for reversible working.
Gillingham (Dorset): Public address equipment has been installed.
Signs: There is a green totem with the word "Southern" on the outside of the
ferry terminal building at Broad Street, Portsmouth. However, it is not a standard
enamel type, though it is the same size as station name signs.
CORRIGENDA

LR61, p317

Not all facelifted '4EPB' units have the revised internal warning
notices.

p318

5307 and 5781 are still all-blue.

p319

1712 from London Bridge is to Reigate (fourth paragraph). On 25
March the Queen travelled to Ashford (Kent) and returned from
Maidstone East.

p324

On 7 May the 13 10 Victoria to Ramsgate did not run via Crystal
Palace, but was badly delayed leaving Victoria due to a
misunderstanding resulting in the driver going to Holborn Viaduct.

p326 The 0653SX Bristol to Cardiff and 0852SX Southampton to Cardiff
are advertised and shown in working documents as two trains, though
they are formed of the same stock. The 21 45 SX Bristol to Southampton runs from Romsey to Eastleigh.
p327

In the supplement alternate Caterham trains are revised to run to
and from Charing Cross in the evening,

p328

Beckenham Hill, Brixton, Crofton Park, Kent House, Nunhead,
Ravensbourne, Sundridge Park and Sydenham Hill stations are
also closed on Sundays.

COVER: Front: '4EPB' 5031 at Forest Hill on the 11 50 Charing Cross to
Tattenham Corner, 4 April 1981. Photo: Geoff Warren„ Rear: Facelifted '4EPB'
5403 on a Beckenham Junction working at Wandsworth Common, 31 January 1981.
Photo: Bryan Rayner.
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